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Another ground-breaking Structurflex innovation, 
Citysider is a hybrid curtainsider system that lets 
you have the speed of the Slide-a-Side and the 
loading flexibility of the Flexisider.

Structurflex Citysider
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The ultimate hybrid, the Citysider uses the rigid sliding end 
panels and over centre catches that make the Slide-a-Side so 
fast. But at the same time it keeps the Flexisider buckles 
and straps, so that you can use the full load-carrying 
capacity of your truck without the restraint of a captive 
bottom curtain edge.

Key benefits of the Citysider

•	Quick open and close.
•	Easy load access from anywhere on the side.
•	Flexible curtains let you maximise load carrying.
•	Full range of colours, plus sign-writing and digital  

print options.

Structurflex are the pioneers of curtain manufacturing in 
New Zealand and Malaysia. We introduced Curtainsiders to 
these markets and continue to introduce new innovations 
by remaining at the forefront of emerging technologies. 
We pride ourselves on great product, great customer 
relationships and great service, which is why we are the 
preferred supplier to so many customers. 
Our customers know they’ll get a great run from 
Structurflex truck curtains, because we combine the best 
materials with superior features, developed by our in-house 
engineers. Our superior quality ensures our Curtainsiders 
will give you years of reliable service. We regularly arrange 
the graphics for customers, ensuring their Curtainsiders 
have high visual appeal, and also clearcoating which 
protects the graphics and ensures they are easy to clean 
and maintain. And this all contributes to improved  
business performance.
Our purpose-built manufacturing facility with state-of-the-
art equipment enables us to manufacture Curtainsiders at 
a very competitive price. And we’re continually looking for 
ways to make our market-leading products even better.


